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enews
So many fun things..

My gratitude abounds. Continually. I cannot believe 
how many wonderful creative things we are able to do in a 
day. Creating order, just enough order, from what would be 
the constant drag of entropy.  Ha ha. Creating order even in 
the spreading up of a bed, or the order of dishes in the 
cupboard.  

I don’t know what drives my life (it is a moot point, 
since I will never be able to figure it out), but it surely is 
some sort of visual need for order and beauty, which is 
fulfilled, in part, by creating stained glass patterns, by 
making memory-beads, by looking for beauty in what other 
artists and craftsmen have made before me.

In particular I found a image of the mosaic tile floor of the Bristol Cathedral 
High Altar and just was in awe of how many tiny pieces, so perfectly put together 
were in that work of art.  I have made 6 or 7 patterns (some of them already 
posted on PDQpatterns.com and GospelGlass.com and 
eStainedGlassPatterns.com, and I have only worked on two of the 4 star 
patterns. I am attaching small images of some of those here, and will put links in 
September’s letter.  Happy glass working to you all,   
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new stained glass patterns: july
at PDQpatterns.com
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free pattern for august

Google plus, or  like, or tweet or write a review or “like” of 
facebook, ON ANY SITE linked here and you get a free pattern of 
your choice. (you must email me what you did and the name of 
any pattern, and I will send it)

coupon
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